
Parking Committee 
Monday, November 9, 2020 

 

In attendance Dennis Panicali, Arlen Copenhagen, Craig Bloszinsky. 

 

First agenda item was to review the applications for Parking Committee to provide more citizen 

input in deliberations and prepare evaluations and assist in public hearings. 

 

Three candidates were provided, the committee members decided to add 2 so that we would 

come to a total of 7 individuals. 

 

Candidates were Rich Burris,  Jeff Hawkins,  Frances Walters 

In the review of the provided inputs, job and volunteer experiences it was determined that Rich 

Burris and Jeff Hawkins would be taken to Council for approval.   We will affirm the entire 

group. 

 

We will need to inform Francis and ask if she would like to be considered for other 

committees,  we don’t want to lose any volunteers. 

 

Second Agenda item was status of receipt. 

10 Companies expressed interest they were named,  6 Companies responded and they were also 

named and will be identified in the Nov. Council meeting.   At conclusion the proposals will be 

provided to Administration for filing. 

 

The initial review discussion was general and defined ranges from guaranteed returns to larger 

returns,  amounts of equip. Required and some revenue projections based on other local 

municipalities. 

 

Third agenda item was the Process for evaluation. 

Because of the complexity of all the factors we determined to use a judgement vs. a ranking 

process.  To facilitate this we decided to each develop a list of items for consideration in the 

review of the proposals,  such as:  costs, equipment, revenue projections, software, cost 

recoveries, etc.   Each member is to submit a list of items they can come up with in their 

reviews.   That input is due by Nov. 17 to be provided to Craig Bloszinsky and I will assemble 

the list from the other inputs.     The committee will judge the proposals and come down to at 

least 2 for interview and questioning.   Once Committee makes a decision Public Hearings will 

be set up for citizen input.    

 

Last Agenda item was schedule to Council. 

If our community is positive we will take a recommendation to Council in Jan. Meeting.   If 

Council supports it would be a 3 month set up and paid parking would begin in April if all goes 

as expected.   If Council rejects paid parking solution as selected their direction will determine 

any additional actions. 

 

Craig Bloszinsky  

Mayor Kure Beach  


